


A level Drama & Theatre 

Transition Y11 to Y12 

Welcome to A Level Drama & Theatre 

We are delighted that you have chosen to study this subject! 

 

Your summer tasks are two research tasks and one practical task which will all support the 

the different components that you need to cover in A level Drama and Theatre. We would 

like you to create ppts for each of the research tasks and to be prepared to share your 

research as a ppt presentation during your first A level Drama lesson in September. 

Remember to include images in your ppt presentations and to write up your findings in your 

own words, rather than copying and pasting chunks of information onto the ppt slides. Read 

through your ppt presentations, makes sure your information makes sense, so you are 

confident and clear when presenting. We would also like you to be prepared to share your 

ideas based on Task 3 (practical task), so please come with all work completed to your first 

Drama lesson. 

 

Good luck and we hope you enjoy your first steps towards A level Drama and Theatre. 

 

Task 1: 

In Drama A level, you need to understand the methods of influential theatre practitioners; 

people who have shaped how Drama is created and performed over the last 120 years. 

Three of the most famous and influential practitioners are called Konstantin Stanislavski, 

Antonin Artaud and Bertolt Brecht. 

Your first summer task is to research these three practitioners and find out why they are so 

important and relevant to drama and theatre today. 

• Konstantin Stanislavski 

• Bertolt Brecht 

• Antonin Artaud 

Use the following questions to help you with your research: 

• Where and when were they born (and when did they die)? 

• What is their significance on theatre? What did they change about how theatre was 

viewed/performed at the time of their lives?  

• What are the techniques that have made them so influential in theatre today? 

• Any other interesting/intriguing facts that you can find. 

• Include images in your ppt presentation. 



 

Task 2: 

Your second summer task is to research a theatre company called Complicite. They create 

and perform very experimental and engaging theatre and are influenced by Stanislavski, 

Artaud and Brecht as well as creating their own style, which includes how technology 

(lighting, sound, projections) can be integrated in theatre performance. 

• Go to the Complicite website: www.complicite.org and read about the company; 

they have a particular style and belief in how theatre should be performed; what is 

it? (Navigate the website to find out as much as you can about Complicite). 

• Name some famous productions they have created – read some theatre reviews of 

their productions to discover more about their style of theatre making and the 

impact it has on audiences. 

• If you click on the list of past productions, you will be able to watch some short 

videos of their performances; what do you notice about their style of theatre? 

• Include images in your ppt presentation. 

 

Task 3: 

Read through the monologue below at least 3 times to make sure that you have an 

understanding of what is happening in the scene. From the information you are given in the 

monologue, consider these questions: 

• Where is the scene set? 

• How old do you think Lucy is? 

• Who is Zara and why does Lucy talk to her? 

• What does Lucy think about her family? 

• What emotions does Lucy go through during the monologue? 

• Why do you think she talks directly to the audience? 

Then start to rehearse the monologue by ‘putting it on its feet’, ie, by speaking the 

monologue out loud, standing up as if you are performing it in front of an audience. When 

you have rehearsed this at least 3 times, start to notice the different VOCAL SKILLS that you 

are using to express how Lucy is feeling. 

 

VOCAL SKILLS: pace (fast or slow), tone (emotion), pitch (high of low), volume (loud or 

quiet), diction (how clearly words are spoken), use of pause, use of emphasis. 

 

http://www.complicite.org/


Using the above drama terminology for VOCAL SKILLS, identify FIVE different moments in 

the monologue of HOW and WHY you changed your voice to suit Lucy’s emotion. 

 

Ie, On the line ‘Although sometimes I …. It’s almost as if I could see her, sometimes’ I 

changed my vocal skills by slowing down the pace of my voice and using a quiet volume to 

express Lucy’s uncertainty as to whether Zara is real or not. 

 

Invisible Friends by Alan Ayckbourn 

LUCY (as she goes upstairs, to audience).  Come with me, if you will.  Upstairs.  (She opens 

the door of her own room and goes inside.)  This is my room.  No one’s allowed in here, 

except me.  I’m a very tidy sort of person.  Which is a bit extraordinary in this house.  I think 

I must be a freak.  I actually like to know where I’ve put my things.  This is my bed.  That’s 

my desk.  And up there on the shelf.  Those are my special, most favourite books.  Actually, 

one of the reasons I keep it tidy is because my very, very best friend, Zara, also likes things 

tidy.  Oh yes, I ought to explain to you about Zara.  (Introducing her.)  This is Zara.  I want 

you to meet Zara.  Zara say hallo.  That’s it.  Will you say hallo to Zara, my invisible friend?  I 

invented Zara – oh, years ago – when I was seven or eight.  Just for fun.  I think I was ill at 

that time and wasn’t allowed to play with any of my real friends, so I made up Zara.  She’s 

my special friend that no one can see except me.  Of course, I can’t really see her either.  

Not really.  Although sometimes I …. It’s almost as if I could see her, sometimes.  If I 

concentrate very hard it’s like I can just glimpse her out of the corner of my eye.  (She is 

thoughtful for a second.)  Still.  Anyway.  I’ve kept Zara for years and years.  Until they all 

started saying I was much too old for that sort of thing and got worried and started talking 

about sending for a doctor.  So then I didn’t take her round with me quite so much after 

that.  But she’s still here.  And when I feel really sad and depressed like I do today, then I sit 

and talk to Zara.  Zara always understands.  Zara always listens.  She’s special.  Aren’t you, 

Zara?  (She listens to ZARA.  Pause.)  Oh, Zara, did I tell you I’ve been picked for the school 

swimming team?  Isn’t that exciting?  Yes.  Thank you.  I’m glad you’re excited, too.  Good.  

(Pause.  Shouting.)  IF ANYONE IS INTERESTED AT ALL, I WAS PICKED FOR THE SCHOOL 

SWIMMING TEAM TODAY.  WHAT ABOUT THAT, FOLKS?  (She listens.  No reply.)  Great.  

Thanks for your support, everyone.  (Tearful.)  They might at least … They could have at least 

… Oh, Zara … I know you’re always here, but sometimes I get so … lonely … 
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